A Steamy Venetian Love Story
Fast-casual dining by the Alajmo brothers
and designed by Philippe Starck opens in Milan
Milano, April 8, 2019 – The Alajmo Group, with 10 restaurants located across Padua, Venice
and Paris, in collaboration with Philippe Starck, announces the opening of AMOR at 10 Corso
Como, Milan for the 10th April 2019.
THE CONCEPT
AMOR is a fast-casual restaurant that appeals to both the frenetic metropolitan tribe and food
lovers of all kinds. The menu, featuring chef Massimiliano Alajmo’s patented steamed pizza, is
based on the simplicity and purity of the ingredients, on lightness and on the importance of taste.
“It’s the place to go if you are looking for a quick, yet satisfying, healthy and light meal,” adds
Raffaele Alajmo, CEO and maître des lieux of the restaurant group. “AMOR Milano is a sort of
flagship store for a series of restaurants that we are planning to open,” adds Raffaele.
“AMOR is light, new and very surprising.
It has a very particular spirit.
A modern, Venetian, elegant and even subversive decor.
The most important - the Venetian spirit, the creative and amusing Venetian genius.”
Ph.S
A descendant of AMO, the restaurant opened by the Alajmo family in 2016 inside the T Fondaco
dei Tedeschi building in Venice, AMOR is truly Venetian in spirit. The vibe is lively and modern
with a strong Italian identity.
Starck imagined the design of AMOR, highlighting Massimiliano’s steamy innovation, creating a
unique Venetian universe, a nod to the Alajmo brothers’ origins and even inventing his own take
on the traditional Venetian mask – the AMOR signature. With creative technologies and design
details, like the inventive and amusing pulley system connecting the lampshades and the steam
operated domes used to finish cooking the patented pizzas and the display of almost 100 of his
playful masks on the walls, Starck has created an inviting, simple yet dynamic atmosphere.

THE MENU
“AMOR represents the dream of being able to eat in the clouds with lightness and simplicity,”
suggests Massimliano Alajmo.
Guests can expect friendly service and an easy-to-navigate menu, available to order at the counter
to dine-in or to take away. In the evening, table service creates an even more relaxed and
convivial experience.
Based on concepts of lightness, depth of flavor and beauty, the menu features Massimiliano’s
steamed pizza, which after years of research and development, has received a patent for its
innovative cooking method. Once the dough has fully-leavened naturally, it’s cooked in a steam
oven allowing it to develop an extremely light and airy crumb. The result is an ideal base for topquality ingredients or toppings.
The AMOR menu has been created with each moment of the day in mind, offering both savory
and sweet pizzas.
At breakfast, guests can choose from pizzas such as the Egg and Crispy Bacon made with wholewheat dough and topped with a fried egg, bacon, balsamic-braised onions and smoked paprika.
Other breakfast items include classic croissants Italian brioche made with extra virgin olive oil in
place of butter and are available with or without wheat flour.
At lunch and dinner, the menu features an even larger selection of pizzas, including classics like
the steamed Margarita or Massimiliano’s signature Vegan pizza, prepared with gluten-free black
rice dough and topped with seasonal vegetables and mixed seeds, or an Anchovy and Chorizo
pizza with stracciatella, Cantabrian sea anchovies, chorizo, fennel seeds and saffron.
For dessert, AMOR offers a steamed pizza topped with pastry cream and fresh berries or
caramelized hazelnuts and Crema Eccezionale, Alajmo’s signature chocolate hazelnut
spreadable cream.
The Alajmo obsession with authenticity and fresh and natural products is reflected in every item
on the menu at AMOR, including the beverage list which features artisanal sodas made from
Massimiliano’s own recipes and a selection of beers created together with Teo Musso of the Italian
craft brewery, Baladin. As in every Alajmo restaurant, the coffee comes from Laboratorio
Giamaica Caffè in Verona.
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THE ALAJMO GROUP
The world’s youngest three-star Michelin chef, Massimiliano (Max) Alajmo is esteemed by both
his clients and peers for his clever interpretation of traditional Italian flavors. Together with his
brother Raffaele (Raf), C.E.O. and maître des lieux of the Alajmo restaurant group, Max oversees
the kitchens of the Alajmo family’s ten restaurants, a line of food products and a special events
business - all from Le Calandre, his vibrant culinary laboratory.
www.alajmo.it
FACEBOOK: @rafemaxalajmo
INSTAGRAM:@alajmobros

STARCK
Philippe Starck, world famous creator with multifaceted inventiveness, is always focused on the
essential, his vision: that creation, whatever form it takes, must improve the lives of as many people
as possible. This philosophy has made him one of the pioneers and central figures of the concept
of “democratic design”.
By employing his prolific work across all domains, from everyday products (furniture, a citrussqueezer, electric bikes, an individual wind turbine), to architecture (hotels, restaurants that aspire
to be stimulating places) and naval and spatial engineering (mega yachts, habitation module for
private space tourism), he continually pushes the boundaries and requirements of design,
becoming one of the most visionary and renowned creators of the international contemporary
scene.
Philippe Starck and his wife, Jasmine, spend most of their time on airplanes or in "middles of
nowhere".
www.starck.com / Facebook @StarckOfficial / Instagram @Starck

